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We show a uniqueness and existence theorem for the so-called linearized sea- 
keeping problem with a range of application much wider than that of the previous 
results of F. John (Comm. Pure Appl. Math. 3 (1950), 45-101). 
I. INTRODUCTION 
We consider the motion of a rigid ship, with zero-forward speed, around 
her equilibrium position, when she undergoes the action of a given incident 
swell of small amplitude in an infinitely deep fluid. We assume that the fluid 
is inviscid and incompressible, that the flow is irrotational, and that the 
pressure is continuous across the free surface. These properties can be 
expressed as follows: the velocity derives from a harmonic potential U, the 
free surface is a material boundary, and the continuity of pressure is 
prescribed through Bernoulli’s equation. 
The assumption of the small amplitude of the motions allows the 
linearization of the free-surface condition; moreover if we suppose that the 
incident swell and the motion are sinusoidal in time (with the same period), 
we can show (see, e.g., [2]) that finding u reduces to solving problems of the 
following type: 
Find u such that 
V*u = 0 in fi (fluid domain), 
&/c?z = VU on F?S (mean position of the free surface), 
au/an = g, given on the hull P, 
v is a strictly positive constant, namely, v = oz/yO, where y,, is the 
acceleration of gravity. 
Without any condition prescribed at infinity, this problem obviously does 
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FIGURE 1 
not have a unique solution; physically the fluid is at rest as z -+ -co, and 
energy radiates towards infinity in the (x, y)-direction. More precisely this 
radiation condition will be expressed as the so-called Rellich condition, 
lim 
R-CC 
2 
dedz=O, 
where (R, 0, z) are the cylindrical coordinates. 
John [ 1 ] investigated the closely related problem where the fluid is of 
kite depth, and showed under rather restrictive geometrical hypotheses an 
existence and uniqueness theorem. Recently Beale [3] showed, without such 
restrictions, that it is well-posed, except maybe for a discrete set of values of 
v. The proof we give hereafter is rather different and leads to a quite general 
theorem without any irrelevant restriction; we shall only assume that the 
boundary of d is of class go*‘. 
Notations 
Throughout this paper, we denote by 0, (resp. op) the domain bounded 
by the hull r, the free surface and the hemisphere (resp. vertical cylinder) of 
radius p. The symbol ” will indicate an exterior domain in fi: for instance fi, 
is the complementary domain of .R, in fi. Similarly FS, is the part of the 
free surface F!S inside the ball of radius p, and FSp its complementary in F$. 
We assume that r lies inside the ball of radius po. 
FIGURE 2 FIGURE 3 
For graphical convenience, these figures are drawn in two dimensions. 
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Formulation of the Problem 
Let us define the following space of complex-valued functions: 
I!.@) = {u E W(@ 1 u E H’(o,) v p > PO}. 
We study problem (P,): 
Find u E U(n) such that 
V*u=O in ti, 
- = vu on FS (free-surface condition), 
aZ 
au/an = g on r, g given in H-‘/*(r), 
(0_,I~“RIau/aR-ivuI’dedz~O as R++oo. 
P”) 
II. UNIQUENESS THEOREM 
The theorem is based on an estimate similar to Rellich’s [4], the latter 
concerning the growth properties of the solution of the Helmholtz equation 
at infinity. Note that the direct use of Rellich’s estimate lead John to 
consider only a restricted class of hulls. 
LEMMA 1. Let u E q’(&,) n U’(6,) n W*“(&,) satisfy 
v*u=o in Gijp, (1) 
aqaz = VU on F&‘, @ > PO>. (2) 
Then, either u vanishes identically in cZp, or 3M > 0, such that Vu > p, 
33, > a, 
L-,J~1,d:, 
R\u(RJ,z)1*dRdBdz>h4/% VP>Po* 
Proof: Note that Y,(R, 0, z) = J,(vR) cos(nB) evz satisfies (1) and (2) (J, 
is the Bessel function of the first kind of order n). 
Let f,(0, z) = cos(nt3) evr and u,(s) = j?, ji” u(s, 0, z)f,(& z) d0 dz; (1) 
implies that 
D:(s)+~u;(s)+(~ j*=u(s,B,z) I$$+$ (&z)dBdz=O. 
-cc 0 
It follows that u,, like J,, satisfies the Bessel equation 
V:(S)++(s)+ v2-$ u,(s)=0 ( 1 0 > PI* 
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The asymptotic behaviour of v, is thus known and 
v, = c, m{sin(vs + y) + 6(s)}, where I~(s)[ < c2/s, 
y and c2 E IR, c, E C. 
Suppose that v, # 0; then c, # 0, and 
j’s / vn(s)12 ds 2 /c, I* ,(” { sin*(vs + y) - 2c2/s} ds, 
a n 
Va,p such that /? > a > p. The explicit calculation of this integral and 
Schwarz’ inequality lead to the estimate of the lemma. 4 
THEOREM 1. Problem (P,) has at most one solution. 
Proof: Let u be a solution of the homogeneous problem (P,) (i.e., g = 0). 
For any p > po, we have 
where 
Thus 
j 
R=p 
f(W,z)dy=j” 2rf@&z)pdAfz 
-cc 0 
Im 
which we write as 
Using Rellich’s condition, we obtain 
lim 
I 
Iu)‘dy=O. 
p-m Rz,, 
By virtue of Lemma 1, u vanishes identically in Lit,, and by analytical 
continuation it vanishes identically in the whole 8. 1 
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The proof of the existence theorem consists of two steps. In step 1, we 
prove that problem (PA) corresponding to a complex parameter 3, (with 
Im(1) # 0) is well-posed in a suitable space; step 2 consists in the 
application of the principle of limiting absorption: the solution of (P,) is 
obtained as the limit of solutions of problems (P,,) as & tends to v. This 
method has been worked out by Wilcox [5] for the Helmholtz equation and 
makes a primary use of the Green function of the problem. In our case the 
determination of the Green function and the study of its properties are rather 
tedious and we only sketch them in the Appendix. 
III. STUDY OF PROBLEM (P*)(Im(1)#0) 
Following Nedelec [ 61, we introduce the following weighted Sobolev 
space, 
wgq = {u E L5qf-q / (1 + ?J-“224 E L2(@, vu E (LZ(JCQ3}, 
where r is the radial distance in R 3. Let us recall that the semi-norm ]u ] r,o = 
IIVull C~.lCnu3 is a norm over R’:(a), equivalent o the graph norm. We define 
the following Hilbert space 
v= (24 E w;.(.fq IUIFS E L2(FS)}, 
equipped with the graph norm, and we study problem (PJ: 
Find u E V, such that 
V2u=0 in fi, 
~U/C?Z = Au on F$ 
au/an = g on r. 
(PA> 
THEOREM 2. If Im@) # 0, (PA.> has one and only one solution denoted 
by R, g. Moreover there exist cl and c2 > 0, such that 
IIR, gllv <K(A) II gllww 3 (3) 
where K(1) = (cl/l Im@)]) Max(c,, (1 I); and the function A- R, g is 
continuous from G\IR into V. 
ProoJ (i) We first show that the sesquilinear form 
a,,(u,v)= nVu%dw-Aj- 
I FS 
u6dy 
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is V-elliptic. As a matter of fact, we have 
la,(u, u>l’= I14f.d- WA> ll~II~~~F~~12 + Pm(~)I’II~llt~~F~, 
a(1 -wI:,fi+ I( 1 1 - i OW))* + W(n)>” 1II u Ili2cF~,T 
rc > 0. according to Young’s inequality. 
The inequality /41.1j 2 C3 l141w,;cr,, and a suitable choice of E lead to 
la,(u, u)i* > (Imf))’ Inf (1,s) Ilul$. 
(ii) If u = R, g is the solution of (PA), then 
la,@, u>l = KS? ~)H~“*(r),H”*(r)I < c, II ‘&1/2(r) Il4lv~ 
inequality (3) follows immediately from the V-ellipticity of a,. 
(iii) Finally, let A, and A, E C\lR, ui = R,, g and u2 = R,*g; then 
and thus 
IV. EXISTENCE THEOREM 
Throughout the remainder of this paper, v is a fixed strictly positive 
number, and D is a bounded complex domain, such that v E & say, 
D = A E C 
I 1 
G < Re(1) < q, +l > Im(L) > 0 . 
1 
The keynote of the proof is that the mapping 1 -R, g is not only 
continuous from D into V, but even uniformly continuous from D in 
Hii,,( The proof of the uniform continuity from D into H’(R,), for any p, 
follows from Rellich’s selection theorem, while the behaviour at infinity of 
R, g is accounted for through the integral representation formula 
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where G, is the Green function of problem (PI) (see the Appendix, 
Section A-7). 
LEMMA 2. Let (A,) be a sequence in D and p and p’ such that pO < 
p’ < p; assume that (g,) converges in H-“*(T) and (v,) = (R,,g,,J is 
bounded in H’(R,); then there exists a subsequence (u,) of (v,) which 
converges in H1(QR,,). 
Proof. (i) By Rellich’s theorem, we can pick out a subsequence (u,) of 
(v,) such that (u,) converges in L2(f2,), and by continuity of the trace 
(u, IFS,) converges in L*(FS,); moreover (u, I,.) is bounded in H”*(T). 
(ii) Consider # E g(lF? ‘) such that 0 < Q < 1, Q = 1 in a, ,, and d = 0 
in tip. Let z+,,, = u, - u, ; then we have 
j W’(~ts,,)d~-~,~ ~,+&,td~ 
fiP 
= C& 9 ~~&,,,~Lk 
We add the similar expression where e and m permute, and obtain 
where 
and 
Thus by Young’s inequality, V6 > 0, 
I~~mI:,R,,~M{~lu~,l:,o, + (1/4~)Il~nll22w,, + Ttmb 
(iii) Let us fix E > 0 and put 6 = E/M, then 
by (i) and since (u,) is bounded in H’(l2,), say by K/2, we have - 
~~~,,mIhJ,.p~ L < K*E, and thus (u,) is a Cauchy sequence in H’(Q,,). 1 
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LEMMA 3. If (A,) is a sequence in D and tends to v, if (g,) converges to 
g in H-“‘(r), and if (u,) = (R,, g,) converges in H’(R,,)for some p’ > p,,, 
then (u,) converges in H,‘,,,(fi), say to u, and u is solution of (P,). 
Proof (i) Let p and p” be such that p,, < p” < p’ < p, and v be the limit 
in L2(r) of (u, Ir). Let us denote by Q,,,, the annulus J2,\Q,,,, and 
u’(M) = 
I 
v(P) an aGu (M P> 4, - (g(P), G,(M f’)),-vwww~ 3 
r P 
for ME JJppc,. We subtract (4), where (2, g) has been replaced by (A,,,, g,), 
and obtain 
27(M)-um’M’=j (v-urn] (P)S (M P> &, 
r P 
+i’ 1 
aG,, 86, 
‘l- 
%m an 
P 
- an 
P I 
Wf, P) dyp 
Let us recall that GAm and G, are of class Q”O off the diagonal and that 
/I~“%, - ~=G~II~m~n,,~~xr~ + 0 as @,) + v, for any derivation index a such 
that 1 a 1 < 2 (see the Appendix, Section A-6). 
It follows that u, + zi in J~~(R,,,,), and by differentiation under the 
integral sign that u, + zi in JY’@(Q,,,,) G H’(Q,,,,). This is true for any 
p > p’; thus u, + zi in H,‘,,@,,,), and since (u,) converges in H’(R,,), the 
convergence of (u,) in H,‘,,(ti) follows. 
(ii) It remains to show that the limit u of (u,) is a solution of (P,). 
Consider w E H’(R,), such that w = 0 on the hemisphere of radius p, then 
AS (u,) -+ u in H’(Q,), we have 
FS, 
and thus u is harmonic in R, and satisfies the free-surface condition on FS,, 
VP > PO. 
Moreover in part (i), we have seen that u, --+ ri in J~“O(~,,,,) and thus 
04 = 
I 
u(P) an aGu (M PI dyp - (g(P), G,W, P)),-~www, 
r P 
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in d,,,. We then deduce that u satisfies Rellich’s radiation condition and 
belongs to U(d) ( see the Appendix, Section A-5). 1 
LEMMA 4. The following uniform estimate holds: Vp > pO, 3M such that 
VAE D, 
IlRn gll H’(R,) GM II ‘LIIH-“W * 
Proof: The proof is by contradiction: we assume there exist two 
sequences (2,) in D and (g,) in H-“*(T) such that 11 gmllHmI/Zu.j = 1 and 
II%, bAHI~n,~ > m. 
(i) As D is compact, there exists a subsequence (A,,) which 
converges, say, to II = 1, + iA,, A, > 0. Assume A, # 0; by Theorem 2 we 
have 
II R,,, gm,llv < K(A,,), where K(A,,,,) is bounded; 
(Rn,, g,,) is thus bounded in V and consequently in H’(Q,), which is 
clearly a contradiction; it follows that A, = 0. 
(ii) We then put 
and 
and we note that jIum,IIH1(o,) = 1, Ilfm,lle-v~cr, < l/m’ and u,,,, = Rn,,fmr. By 
Lemma 2, Vp' such that pO < p’ < p, we can pick out a subsequence (u,,,) 
converging in H1(fln,,). Lemma 3 shows that (u,,,) converges in Hi’,,@) to 
some solution of the homogeneous problem (P,). It follows from the 
uniqueness theorem, Theorem 1, that (u,,,) + 0, which is a contradiction with 
II %PII HW,) = 1. 1 
THEOREM 3. The mapping 1 - R, g is uniformly continuous from D 
into H,‘,,,(d). 
Proof. It is again by contradiction. Assume there exist E > 0, p > p,,, (A,) 
and (,u,) in D such that IL,,, --pm1 < l/m and 11 RAmg - RU,gllH,(a,) > E. As 
in section (i) of Lemma 4 we can pick two subsequences (A,,) and @,,) 
which converge to the same real number ki. By Lemma 4 we have 
IIRA,, dw,~ GM II dww, and IIRu,~dHwl,~ G MII gllww, ; 
thus as in section (ii) of Lemma 4, we can pick out two subsequences 
(R,“>,,g) and (RNm,,g) which converge in H,‘,,(d) to the solution of (P,.); this 
leads to a contradiction. 1 
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COROLLARY. Problem (P,) has one (and only one) solution u, which 
admits the following integral representation: 
u(M) = / u(P) 2 (M PI 4, 
r 
- (g(P), Gu(M P))wqr,,mo, 3 VMEf2. 
ProoJ Since H,‘,,,(a) is a Frechet space, Theorem 3 implies that the 
mapping A-+-+ R, g has a (unique) extension to 0. Consider a sequence (1,) 
in D converging to v; then by Lemma 3 the limit of (R,,g) in Hii,,, is a 
solution of (P,). The integral representation formula is a by-product of the 
proof of Lemma 4. I 
V. CONCLUDING REMARK 
Problem (P,) has not only a theoretical interest but is also of great prac- 
tical importance in naval and off-shore engineering; an efficient procedure 
for the numerical solution of this problem has been devised and is described 
in reference [7]. 
VI. APPENDIX: THE GREEN FUNCTION 
As mentioned above, we only sketch in this appendix the derivation of the 
Green function and the proof of some of its properties; detailed proofs can 
be found in [7]. 
A- 1. Notations 
Let M and P be two points in R3 and E,,,(P) be the elementary solution of 
the laplacian: E,(P) = -1/4x JIMPI/. We denote by M’ the symmetric of M 
with respect o the plane {z = 0) and by G,(M, P) a Green function of (P,) 
@ E C), i.e., a distribution satisfying VsG,(M, P) = 6,(P) in WY, the free- 
surface condition and, if required (Im@) = 0), the radiation condition. 
We put H&(P) = G,(M, P) - E,+,(P) + E,%,,(P). Hf, is then a solution of the 
problem: 
Find Hh in W’*“O(lR?), such that 
V2H$ = 0 in IR3 
~H~/c?z - ,aHk =‘--Z(aE,jaz) on the plane {z = 0}, 
VH,&-+O as z+-co, 
and if Im@) = 0, 
lim R -r:~ j?, .r‘i” R jaHG/aR - ipH& /* dt? dz = 0. 
(Qk) 
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The function H,& was determined, at least empirically, by Havelock in 
1942. Our purpose is to present a rigorous approach. An elementary trans- 
lation property allows us to restrict ourselves to the case where M lies on the 
z-axis (the third coordinate of M will be denoted by c, c < 0). 
A-2. Representation by a Double-Layer Potential 
The first step is to reduce the problem of finding Hy, on IR? to that of 
finding its trace on {z = O}. 
The following double-layer epresentation is easy to obtain: 
&(x,Y, z) = 2 
( 
H:(., . . 0) * $-,,.,A 
/ 3 
(*, ., 0)) GhY) 
(* is the convolution operator with respect o the first two variables), whence 
we infer 
The definition we adopt for the distribution Pf(l/R3) is the following: 
(5) 
A-3. Equation in the Fourier Plane 
To solve Eq. (5), the idea is to perform the Fourier transform with respect 
to x and y (which we denote by -) and to use the condition on the free 
surface. As the assumptions on H; do not ensure that the Fourier transform 
of the convolution product is the product of the Fourier transforms, we must 
use a truncation of H;. Let H, = 1, Hh, where 1, is the characteristic 
function of the ball of radius l/e, then we obtain lim,,(2nR - ,D) Z?, = -e2npc, 
where p is the distance to&he origin in the Fourier plane; it is then easy to 
show that g& IrEO is the sum of a distribution X supported by the origin and 
of a solution T of 
(27rP - ,u)T = -e2npc. (f-5) 
A-4. The Case Im@) # 0 
The solution of (6) is unique and we can show that the Fourier transform 
of TeZnpr is a solution of (Q&). An easy calculation gives 
&Z--Z=- 1 
2n(R* + (z + c)*)l’* -4 
m e2np(rfC)Jo(2npR) dp; 
o 2XP-P 
(7) 
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moreover the distribution X vanishes necessarily. The solution of (Qh) is 
thus unique when Im@) # 0, and is given by (7). 
A-5. The Case Im&) = 0 
The solution of (6) is no longer unique and is given by T= 
-Pu(eZZPC/(271p -p)) + S, where S is the extension to F?* of a distribution 
defined on the circle of radius ,427~ As a matter of fact, we restrict ourselves 
to axisymmetrical distributions and write S as kS,, where 
As before, it can be shown that TeZnpr is a solution of (Qt) for any 
complex number k, save for the radiation condition. Moreover the radiation 
condition is satisfied if (and only if) k = -(i/2) erc, and 
A 
Te*nPz = - 1 
2n(R2 + (z + c)*)l’* 
- ,uPv 
I 
00 e2np(r+C)Jo(272pR) d  
0 27cP-P 
- 1u eucz+ “Jo(.uR). 
2 (8) 
A rather lengthy calculation shows that expression (8) defines a function 
of U(R?); the uniqueness theorem, Theorem 1, shows that (Qk) has no 
solution but (8) in U(R?). 
The study of the properties of @, is made easier by the following alter- 
native expression 
H;=- 1 
n/* 
27r(R2 + (z + c)*y 
-$-Re( eYqE,@q) de 
0 
+ !- ercrtc)(Ho(,uR) - U,(‘pR)), 
2 
in which q = z + c + iR cos 8, Ho is the Struve function of order zero and E, 
is the complex exponential integral function. 
A-6. Convergence of Hk to H& when I, + v 
Note first that 
1 1 
lim =Pv 
iv -- 
a,,-” R - 4,,/27r R - 427~ 2 s1 
in W(iR*); 
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this result is closely related to the well-known equality 
lim 
1 
-=Pu-$ id 
E-o+ x + ic 
in W(R). 
Moreover, a careful analysis of the difference between l/(2&? - 2,) and 
Pv(l/(27rR - v)) yields the following result: Va E N3, such that Ial < 2, 
VR, > R, > 0, Y’t;, < 0, 
which is nothing but the result we needed in Lemma 3. 
A-l. Integral Representation Formula in the Case Im@) # 0 
Let u be the solution in V of the coercitive problem (P,) and Z,, be the 
hemisphere of radius p. An application of Green’s formula in Q,, yields the 
following identity: VA4 E R, , 
where 
Note that u’, does not actually depend on p; moreover the properties of G, 
allow us to state that ZZE W’*“c‘(lR!), is harmonic in R” and satisfies the 
free-surface condition; it is thus a solution of a homogeneous problem quite 
similar to (QL). The computation of z? can be performed through the Fourier 
transform method that we have described above, and which, as we have 
already seen, leads to the uniqueness of the solution; thus C vanishes iden- 
tically and formula (4) holds. 
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